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I’m a go-getter. I live each and every day to the 
fullest. I’m out the door in the morning and 
don’t stop until I get home at night. I need 
my electronic devices at my side — protected 
and accessible — keeping me connected. 
Case Logic makes it simple by designing 
solutions that fit my devices and my style. 

Case Logic. Life, Simplified.
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Case Logic backpacks combine iconic style with campus-ready features for the modern student.

CASE LOGIC CAMPUS BACKPACKS
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COMFORTABLE 
TO CARRY
Contoured, padded shoulder 
straps are designed to deliver 
comfort while hauling a day’s 
worth of gear.

GRAB  
AND GO
Quick access pockets allow for 
retrieving water bottles and small 
accessories on the go while haul 
handles make it easy to quickly 
grab the pack and head out to the 
next class.

CAMPUS 
READY
Each backpack is designed 
to keep up with an active 
student, with plenty of storage, 
organization and style.

BUILT TO 
LAST
Premium woven fabrics 
combine with durable base 
materials to last from one 
semester to the next.
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Cash-stash pocket on back 
panel provides hidden storage 
for money and ID

Additional storage for small 
electronic devices and cords

CASE LOGIC
IBIRA BACKPACK

 Integrated sleeve for 
laptops up to 15.6" and 
dedicated iPad® or 10.1" 
tablet pocket

Vertical, quick-access pocket 
provides convenient place to 
stash and retrieve go-to items

Flexible laptop storage doubles 
as a stretch-fit pocket to keep 
shoes or clothes separate from 
other items

BLACK ANTHRACITE DRESS BLUE AÇAI

 IBIR115  |  $29.99
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Mesh side pocket conveniently 
stores a water bottle

Flexible laptop storage sleeve 
fits laptops up to 15.6” or 
doubles as a stretch-fit pocket 
for other personal items

One large main compartment 
designed to fit books  
and folders

Contoured shoulder straps 
and a quilted, fully-padded 
back panel ensure a 
comfortable carry

Quick-access front pocket 
provides slip pockets for small 
electronics and pens plus room 
for small accessories

CASE LOGIC
COMMENCE BACKPACK

DRESS BLUE CAMO FLORAL/CUMIN BLACK TRELLIS/CUMIN 

  CCAM1116  |  $29.99
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CASE LOGIC
FOUNDER BACKPACK

Large side pocket 
conveniently stores a water 
bottle or other small items

Built to last with premium 
woven body material 
combined with padded, 
durable 1200D polyester base

One large main compartment 
designed to fit books and 
folders

Contoured padded shoulder 
straps and a quilted, fully-
padded back panel ensure a 
comfortable carry

Quick-access front pocket 
provides slip pockets for small 
electronics and pens plus room 
for small accessories

CCAM2126  |  $34.99
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 Mesh side pockets conveniently store 
water bottles easily within reach

Organizational panel keeps 
your smaller accessories 
easy-to-find and built-in pen 
loops assure you’ll never miss 
jotting down important notes

Interior cord storage 
pocket keeps small 
power cords handy and 
prevents tangling 

CASE LOGIC JAUNT 
BACKPACK

Integrated compartment 
for your 15.6" laptop plus 
sleeve for your tablet

Quick access front pocket stows 
go-to items such as your phone 
or gum

 WMBP115  |  $34.99

BLACK BRICK MIDNIGHT ANTHRACITE AÇAI
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CASE LOGIC ERA  
15.6" LAPTOP BACKPACK

Two side pockets for water 
bottles or go-to items

Luggage strap securely 
attaches bag to most  
rolling luggage

Quick access front pocket 
with organization for small 
electronics

Thickly padded storage for 
a laptop up to 15.6"

Additional  compartment 
with organization panel 
and volume for power 
brick storage

Mélange fabric, copper 
touchpoints and trim details 
create a modern professional 
look

Elastic strap management 
loops neatly secure excess 
strap material

Spacious main compartment 
stores notebooks, headphones 
and other bulky items

Dedicated slip pocket for a 
10.5" tablet

 ERABP116  |  $ 39.99
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CASE LOGIC ERA
15.6" HYBRID BRIEFCASE

Thickly padded storage for a 
laptop up to 15.6"

Front pocket with 
organization panel

Additional compartment for 
files, books and headphones

Mélange fabric, copper touch-
points and trim details create a 
modern professional look

Backpack straps tuck away 
when not in use

2-in-1 bag can be carried as a 
briefcase or a backpack

Removable, padded shoulder 
strap adjusts for a custom fit

Dedicated slip pocket for a 
10.5" tablet

Multiple grab handles for  
use in either briefcase or 
backpack mode

Quick-access front pocket 
stores small accessories

ERACV116  |  $49.99
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CASE LOGIC 14”
LAPTOP BACKPACK

Air Mesh on the shoulder 
straps maintain comfort  
and breathability

Strap management system 
keeps excess strap material 
rolled up, secured in place  
and out of your way

Side zippered pockets offer 
quick access to smaller cords, 
keys or a snack

Quilted padding on the 
front of the pack and the 
shoulder straps provide  added 
cushioning

Front pocket of the pack includes an 
organization panel that stores your 
cell phone, iPod and other essentials 
while also allowing plenty of space 
for power cord

An integrated laptop compartment 
holds laptops with screens up to 14.1"

Also compatible with 13" and 15" 
MacBooks®

A felt-like, scratch resistant pocket in 
the top is ideal for sunglasses or touch 
screen mobile phone

A zippered safety pocket secures your 
passport or airline ticket

DLBP114  |  $34.99
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CASE LOGIC 16” 
LAPTOP BACKPACK

Air Mesh on the shoulder 
straps maintain comfort and 
breathability

Strap management system 
keeps excess strap material 
rolled up, secured in place and 
out of your way

Quilted padding on the 
front of the pack and the 
shoulder straps provide added 
cushioning

Front pocket of the pack includes an 
organization panel that stores your 
cell phone, iPod and other essentials 
while also allowing plenty of space 
for power cord

An integrated laptop 
compartment holds laptops 
with screens up to 16 inch

A felt-like, scratch resistant pocket in 
the top is ideal for sunglasses or touch 
screen mobile phone

A zippered safety pocket secures your 
passport or airline ticket

DLBP116  |  $39.99

BLACK DARK GRAY
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CASE LOGIC PREVAILER
BACKPACK

Cash-stash pocket on back 
panel provides hidden storage 
for money, ID or passport

Padded base provides an extra layer 
of protection for all belongings

Integrated storage pocket for 
tablet with up to a 10.1" display

Main compartment with 
generous storage for large 
headphones, books, files or a 
change of clothes

Dedicated laptop 
compartment sized to fit 
laptops with up to a 17" display

Organization panel stores your 
portable electronics, pens and more

Side pocket keeps a water bottle 
within reach

Elevated interior 
pocket keeps go-to 
items easily accessible

PREV217   |  $39.99
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CASE LOGIC UPLINK
BACKPACK

Two mesh side pockets 
conveniently store water 
bottles

Padded sleeve fits laptops up 
to 15.6" 

Dedicated slip pocket fits 
tablets up to 10"

Contoured padded shoulder 
straps and a quilted, fully-
padded back panel ensure a 
comfortable carry

Front organization pocket 
includes storage for small 
electronics, pens and a key keeper

CCAM3116  |  $39.99

BLACK GRAPHITE/
BLACK 

ASHLEY BLUE/
GRAY DELFT 

OLIVE CAMO/
CUMIN 





CASE LOGIC
QUERY BACKPACK
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Two large side pockets 
conveniently store water 
bottles or other small items

Padded sleeve fits laptops up 
to 15.6"

Dedicated slip pocket fits 
tablets up to 10"

Contoured padded shoulder 
straps and an air mesh back 
panel for airflow

Front organization pocket 
includes storage for small 
electronics and pens, a key keeper 
and a zippered privacy pocket

CCAM4116  |  $49.99

DRESS BLUE 
FLORAL

BLACK OLIVE NIGHT/
DRESS BLUE

BRICK CARBIDE/
CUMIN
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CASE LOGIC
HUXTON BACKPACK

Overlapping front pockets 
provide secure, quick-access to 
accessories

Durable polyester material 
withstands your ever-
changing schedule

Dedicated slip pocket for a 
10.1" tablet

Separate, thickly padded 15.6" 
laptop compartment

Padded back panel and 
shoulder straps ensure a 
comfortable carry

Front zippered panel with 
organization pockets plus  
extra storage

Spacious main compartment

Web haul handle to easily  
grab and go

Luggage strap securely 
attaches backpack to most 
rolling luggage

HUXDP115  |  $59.99
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CASELOGIC INTRANSIT
14.1” LAPTOP BACKPACK

Secure hidden pocket on 
lumbar panel protects small 
valuables with air mesh 
padding

Side pockets provide quick 
access to water bottles, 
chargers or other small items

Reflective touch points for a 
safe commute

Padded back panel and 
shoulder straps ensure a 
comfortable carry

Multiple grab handles

Thickly padded laptop 
compartment sized to fit 
ultrabooks/laptops with up to a 
14.1" display

Large main compartment keeps 
daily gear separate from the 
electronics

Full organization panel complete 
with slip pockets, pen loops, key 
fob and zippered compartment

Padded iPad® or 10.1" tablet sleeve

Quick-access, zippered phone 
pocket with plush lining

 RBP414  |  $49.99
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CASE LOGIC 15.6”
LAPTOP BACKPACK

Lumbar padding doubles as 
a smuggler’s pocket for small 
items of value

Side pockets are large enough to fit a 
water bottle or place your MP3 inside and 
easily thread your headphones through 
the designated slot

Elevated zippered pockets 
provide cord, smartphone and 
small accessory storage so 
they do not disappear into the 
bottom of the bag

Thick foam padding with 
breathable mesh covers 
pressure points in the 
shoulder blades and lumbar 
area to create airflow 
channels for ultimate comfort

Spacious middle compartment stores folders, 
books, headphones or extra clothing

Full electronics capacity with dedicated 
compartments that fit both a 15.6" laptop and an 
iPad® or tablet

Top loading pocket keeps smartphone easily 
accessible while plush lining prevents it from 
being crushed or scratched

BEBP115  |  $59.99
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Lumbar padding doubles as 
a smuggler’s pocket for small 
items of value

Side pockets are large enough to fit a 
water bottle or place your MP3 inside and 
easily thread your headphones through 
the designated slot

Elevated zippered pockets 
provide cord, smartphone and 
small accessory storage so 
they do not disappear into the 
bottom of the bag

Thick foam padding with 
breathable mesh covers 
pressure points in the 
shoulder blades and lumbar 
area to create airflow 
channels for ultimate comfort

Spacious middle compartment stores folders, 
books, headphones or extra clothing

Front compartment features storage pockets 
for small electronics and pens and a zippered 
pocket for keys or passport, plus additional 
space for a power brick

Full electronics capacity with dedicated 
compartments that fit both a 15.6" laptop and an 
iPad® or tablet

Top side pockets provide quick access to your 
smartphone, sunglasses or a snack

BEBP215  |  $59.99

CASE LOGIC 15.6”
LAPTOP BACKPACK
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Lumbar padding doubles as 
a smuggler’s pocket for small 
items of value

Front storage compartment has dedicated 
slots for business cards, pens, an iPod, a 
smartphone and USBs

Durable, water-resistant materials protect 
this backpack from daily wear and tear

Thick foam padding covers 
pressure points in the 
shoulder blades and lumbar 
area for ultimate comfort

Middle compartment contains a spacious area 
for a change of clothes and a slim pocket sized 
for files, documents or magazines

Multi-functional compression straps keep the 
backpack at whatever size your day requires

Full electronics capacity with integrated pockets 
for both a 17.3" laptop and an iPad®/tablet 

Top-loading pocket with plush lining prevents 
sunglasses or a smartphone from getting 
crushed or scratched

CASE LOGIC 17.3” 
LAPTOP BACKPACK
RBP117  |  $69.99
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BRYBP114  |  $79.99

Internal zippered mesh 
pocket to easily store and 
locate smaller items

Padded iPad® or  
10.1" tablet sleeve

Low-profile side pocket 
unzips and expands to 
fit a water bottle

Luggage strap securely 
attaches backpack to most 
rolling luggage

Easily tuck away shoulder 
straps to convert backpack 
to a tote bag

Strap management system 
keeps excess strap material 
rolled up, secured in place and 
out of your way

Soft-lined, quick-access 
pocket stores a smartphone 
or boarding pass

Zippered accessory storage 
with slip pockets and cord 
organization loop for  
convenient in-case charging

Thickly padded laptop 
compartment protects up  
to a 15" MacBook/14" PC

Pocket on back panel provides 
hidden storage for money, ID 
and passport 

CASE LOGIC BRYKER 
CONVERTIBLE BACKPACK 
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BRYBP115  |  $89.99

CASE LOGIC 
BRYKER BACKPACK

Pocket on back panel provides 
hidden storage for money, ID 
and passport

Low-profile side pockets unzip 
and expand to fit a water bottle

Padded  iPad® or  
10.1" tablet sleeve

Thickly padded laptop 
compartment protects 
laptops with up to a  
15.6" display

Zippered accessory storage 
with slip pockets and cord 
organization loop for  
convenient in-case charging 

Lower storage pocket provides 
space for bulky accessories, 
such as a power brick

Luggage strap securely 
attaches backpack to most 
rolling luggage

Adjustable sternum strap 
provides security and comfort
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Internal, elastic compression 
straps secure books, files, clothing 
and overnight essentials in place

Padded storage for a 
laptop up to 15.6" and a 
tablet up to 10.5"

Laptop sleeve can be removed to easily pack large compartment 
or left out complately for maximum packing space

Smooth, telescoping handle 
retracts into zippered 
compartment 

Tuck-away wheel cover 
protects clothing when 
wearing roller as a backpack

Accessory storage with slip pockets and cord 
organization loop for convenient in-case charging

Lower storage pocket provides space for bulky 
accessories, such as a power brick

Large  side pocket provides 
quick access to a water bottle

Integrated shoulder straps 
allow bag to be carried as a 
backpack and easily tuck away 
when not in use

Durable exterior constructed 
of 1680d polyester

CASE LOGIC BRYKER
BACKPACK ROLLER
BRYBPR116  |  $99.99



LINE AT A 
GLANCE
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CASE LOGIC IBIRA BACKPACK
IBIR115  |  $29.99
BLACK - 3202821

CASE LOGIC IBIRA BACKPACK
IBIR115  |  $29.99
ANTHRACITE - 3202822 

CASE LOGIC IBIRA BACKPACK
IBIR115  |  $29.99
DRESS BLUE - 3203401

CASE LOGIC IBIRA BACKPACK
IBIR115  |  $29.99
 AÇAI- 3203720 

CASE LOGIC JAUNT BACKPACK 
WMBP115  |  $34.99 
BLACK - 3203396

CASE LOGIC JAUNT BACKPACK 
WMBP115  |  $34.99 
BRICK - 3203407

CASE LOGIC JAUNT BACKPACK 
WMBP115  |  $34.99 
MIDNIGHT - 3203406     

CASE LOGIC JAUNT BACKPACK 
WMBP115  |  $34.99 
ANTHRACITE - 3203515   

CASE LOGIC JAUNT BACKPACK 
WMBP115  |  $34.99 
 AÇAI - 3202818   

CASE LOGIC UPLINK 26L
CCAM3116  |  $39.99
BLACK - 3203864

CASE LOGIC UPLINK 26L
CCAM3116 |  $39.99
GRAPHITE/BLACK - 3203865 

CASE LOGIC UPLINK 26L
CCAM3116  |  $39.99
ASHLEY BLUE/GRAY DELFT - 3203866

CASE LOGIC UPLINK 26L
CCAM3116  |  $39.99
OLIVE CAMO/CUMIN - 3203867 
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CASE LOGIC COMMENCE 24L 
CCAM1116  |  $29.99
DRESS BLUE CAMO - 3203848 

CASE LOGIC COMMENCE 24L 
CCAM116  |  $29.99
FLORAL/CUMIN - 3203849 

CASE LOGIC COMMENCE 24L 
CCAM116  |  $29.99
BLACK - 3203854

CASE LOGIC COMMENCE 24L 
CCAM116  |  $29.99
TRELLIS/CUMIN - 3203855 

CASE LOGIC FOUNDER 26L 
CCAM2126  |  $34.99
BLACK CAMO - 3203858

CASE LOGIC PREVAILER BACKPACK
PREV217   |  $39.99

  BLACK MIDNIGHT - 3203405

CASE LOGIC ERA 15.6" LAPTOP 
BACKPACK
ERABP116  |  $39.99 
OBSIDIAN  - 3203697

CASE LOGIC ERA 15.6" HYBRID 
BRIEFCASE
ERACV116  |  $49.99 
OBSIDIAN  - 3203698

CASE LOGIC 14" LAPTOP BACKPACK
DLBP114  |  $34.99
 BLACK - 3201265

CASE LOGIC 16" LAPTOP BACKPACK
DLBP116  |  $39.99
BLACK - 3201268   
GRAY - 3201272

CASE LOGIC QUERY 29L
CCAM4116  |  $49.99
DRESS BLUE FLORAL - 3203850

CASE LOGIC QUERY 29L
CCAM4116  |  $49.99
BLACK - 3203870

CASE LOGIC QUERY 29L
CCAM4116  |  $49.99
OLIVE NIGHT/DRESS BLUE - 3203871

CASE LOGIC QUERY 29L
CCAM4116  |  $49.99
BRICK CARBIDE/CUMIN - 3203872
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LINE AT A GLANCE

CASE LOGIC INTRANSIT 14.1"  
LAPTOP BACKPACK
RBP414  |  $49.99
BLACK - 3203266

CASE LOGIC HUXTON DAYPACK
HUXDP115  |  $59.99 
BLACK  - 3203361

CASE LOGIC 15.6" LAPTOP BACKPACK
BEBP115  |  $59.99
BLACK - 3201672

CASE LOGIC 15.6" LAPTOP + TABLET
BEBP215  |  $59.99
BLACK - 3201673

CASE LOGIC 17.3" LAPTOP BACKPACK
RBP117  |  $69.99
BLACK - 3201402

CASE LOGIC BRYKER  
CONVERTIBLE  BACKPACK
BRYBP114  |  $79.99 
BLACK - 3203496  

CASE LOGIC BRYKER  
BACKPACK
BRYBP115  |  $89.99 
BLACK - 3203497   

CASE LOGIC BRYKER   
BACKPACK ROLLER
BRYBPR116  |  $99.99
BLACK - 3203687



LIFE, SIMPLIFIED.



CONTACT YOUR LOCAL CASE LOGIC REPRESENTATIVE FOR MORE INFORMATION.

©2018 CASE LOGIC 
All trademarks and copyrights are the property of their respective owners.

John Phillips 
John@whoopsales.com | 817.832.8046


